LOT 749

THE PROPERTY OF MR. LEO REILLY

BAY FILLY (IRE)
March 12th, 2015
(First Produce)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Morozov (USA)} & \quad \text{Sadler's Wells} \\
\text{Leos Gift (IRE)} & \quad \text{Northern Dancer} \\
(2006) & \quad \text{Fairy Bridge} \\
\text{} & \quad \text{Shirley Heights} \\
\text{} & \quad \text{Sunbittern} \\
\text{} & \quad \text{Cozzene} \\
\text{} & \quad \text{Reiko} \\
\text{} & \quad \text{Peruginio} \\
\text{} & \quad \text{Lady Shikari}
\end{align*}
\]

E.B.F. Nominated.

This filly is unbroken and will be driving in long reins by time of Sale. Sold with Veterinary Certificate. (See Conditions of Sale).

1st dam
LEOS GIFT (IRE): winner of a point-to-point at 5 years; She also has a 2-y-o filly by
Carlotamix (FR).

2nd dam
RUBY RAINNE (GB): ran twice in N.H. Flat Races at 5 years; dam of 2 runners and 4 foals:
Leos Gift (IRE): see above.

3rd dam
LADY SHIKARI: unraced; dam of 2 winners from 5 runners and 7 foals;
Harry's Game (GB): winner at 2 years, placed 3 times; also placed once over hurdles.
Dark Raider (IRE): winner at 3 years and placed once; dam of 2 winners:
Dark Spirit (IRE): 7 wins, £54,297; winner at 3 years and placed 4 times; also
6 wins over hurdles and £49,508 and placed 7 times inc. 2nd 32red.com
Mares' Hurdle, Sandown Park, L. and placed once over fences.
Dark Ranger (GB): 6 wins and £51,286 and placed 17 times; also winner over
hurdles at 4 years and placed twice.
Frank's The Name (GB): placed once in a point-to-point at 5 years.

4th dam
MARY CROONER: ran at 2 and 3 years; dam of 2 winners from 3 runners and 6 foals;
The Grifter: winner over hurdles at 3 years and placed 4 times inc. 3rd Stroud Green
Hurdle, Newbury, L.
Hallo Rosie: winner at 3 years and placed once; dam of 2 winners:
Spot On Annie: 2 wins at 2 and 3 years and placed 4 times.
Grown At Rowan: winner at 3 years and £12,419 and placed 9 times; dam of
Hereford Boy (GB): 10 wins and £48,720 and placed 35 times, Wild Zing (GB):
3 wins at 5 and 6 years and placed 8 times; also placed 5 times over hurdles at
4 to 6 years, Bobby Rose (GB): 3 wins at 4 years and £13,920 and placed 12
times, Twoforten (GB): winner at 6 years and placed 8 times; grandam of
Touch of Gold (IRE): placed 3 times at 3 and 5 years, 2018; also 2 wins over
hurdles at 4 years, 2017 and £16,313 and placed 3 times.

The next dam MARY ELAINE: placed 8 times at 2 and 3 years; dam of 3 winners from 5
runners and 8 foals;
Enriched: 5 wins: winner at 2 years and placed 3 times; also 4 wins in Belgium
and in France, placed 3rd Prix Hynderick de Theulegoet, Sterrebeeck.
Merry Monk: 4 wins: 2 wins at 2 years and placed 4 times inc. 3rd William Hill
Memorial Gold Cup H., York, L.; also 2 wins at 5 and 6 years in U.S.A. and placed
14 times.
Inchbroom: 7 wins: winner at 2 years and placed once; also 6 wins in Denmark.
Sue's Dolly: unraced; dam of 6 winners:
Tempting Lady: winner in Malaysia.
Bootle Jack: winner in Belgium.
Booby Trap: winner in Malaysia.
Koo: placed once at 3 years; also 2 wins over hurdles at 3 years.
Poupee Royale: winner in Belgium.
Pardillo: winner in Spain.

STABLED IN BARN C BOX 114